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Kroon-Oil Coolant -38 Organic NF
Description
Coolant -38 NF is a universal, silicate-free, organic coolant with a neutral, light-yellow colour. The product is based on monoethylene
glycol and softened water. It is supplemented with special, organic additives to achieve the following properties:
Outstanding protection of all metals that are used in modern engines and cooling systems
Does not affect gaskets and hoses
Very effective resistance to foam formation
Outstanding protection of aluminium cylinder heads

Application
Coolant -38 NF can be used throughout the year in the cooling systems of modern petrol and diesel engines. The product should be
used undiluted and will then provide protection down to -38 °C. Coolant -38 NF allows a maximum replacement interval of 3 years to be
applied.

Specifications
MB 326.3
Opel/GM 6277M
Ford WSS-M97B44-D
VW TL-774F

Typicals
Colour

GEEL

Density at 15 °C, kg/l

1,080

Flash Point COC, °C

111

Available packagings

04212

04317

14041

14109

14209

1 L bottle

5 L can

20 L can

60 L drum

208 L drum

The data mentioned in this product information sheet is meant to enable the reader to orientate himself about the properties and possible applications of our products. Although this overview is composed
with all possible care on the stated date, the compiler does not accept any liability for damages caused by incompleteness and/or inaccuracies in this information, especially when these are caused by
obvious typing errors. The terms of delivery of the supplier apply to all product supplies. The reader is advised, especially for critical applications, to make the final product choice in consultation with the
supplier. Due to continual product research and development, the information contained herein is subject to changes without notification.
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